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1. Introduction
1.1 Terms of reference
In June 2016 OTB Engineering Limited (OTB) was commissioned by Buckinghamshire County Council, in
conjunction with The Wendover Society to review the cost and feasibility of replacing the HS2 proposed
scheme at Wendover, as presented in the High Speed Rail (London - West Midlands) Bill, with a mined
tunnel option (Purchase order No. 6590025555 dated 21/06/16).
The scope of advice included:
• Provide some guidance of the potential costs of a 4.2km mined tunnel option (using Option C in
HS2 drawing C222-ATK-TN-DGA-020-000004-PET000000) from Ch51.050km to 55.350km.
• Consideration of the placement of the spoil from the 4.2km tunnel option within the land
purchased as part of the promoter’s scheme or other viable alternatives.
• Provide some advice on considering a shorter tunnel from Ch52.480km to 55.350km that is 2.8km long,
should placement of spoil from the 4.2km tunnel not be considered viable without additional provisions.
• Comments on whether an intervention shaft could be constructed within the horizontal and
vertical limits set out in the HS2 Bill Paragraph 1(2)(c) of schedule 1 to the Bill.
In the intervening period OTB has addressed each of the above requirements in the form of short reports
and presentations together with developing preliminary design concepts for the mined tunnel. Other
considerations that have been investigated by OTB have included:
• Optimisation of the vertical alignment of the mined tunnel
• The mined tunnel crossing below the A413 London Road and the Chilterns Railway.
• The effects of a mined tunnel both during construction and in the long term on the local
groundwater regime.
Also during the intervening period OTB has met with and given presentations to HS2 representatives,
civil servants, various Members of Parliament and the House of Lords and have provided expert witness
evidence on behalf of the Petitioner to the House of Lords Select Committee on the HS2 Bill before
Parliament.
This report aims to summarise the key findings of the studies undertaken by OTB on behalf of the Client
between June 2016 and July 2018 and does not include any further findings or information published by
HS2 since then.

1.2 Background
Much of the HS2 Route adjacent to the historic market town of Wendover lies within the Chilterns Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Following a public meeting held in April 2010 the Petitioner was
authorised to represent the population of approximately 10,000 inhabitants of Wendover, Halton,
Dunsmore and surrounding areas in opposing the building of a high speed railway through Wendover
and the Chilterns, mitigating its effects and all related matters. The Petitioner's committee members
include County, District and Parish Councillors and local residents. The Petitioner's main objective is to
persuade the Government to lower the line into a mined tunnel as it passes through most of the
Chilterns AONB, ending close to the AONB boundary to the North of Wendover. The Petition was
included in the Parliament House of Commons Session 2013-4.
HS2 has previously assessed the mined tunnel option, shown as Option C in HS2 drawing C222-ATKTNDGA-020-000004-PET000000. This option was rejected due to cost and the potential that this tunnel
option could trigger “additional provisions” to the High Speed 2 Bill. The Select Committee of the House
of Lords has ruled that it cannot make amendments to the Bill that require “additional provisions”.
However, it remains the Petitioner’s view that such “additional provisions” can be avoided by the
judicious design of a mined tunnel option.
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The UK already has a high-speed mined tunnel designed to enable line speeds of 300km/h that is
comparable in very many ways to the tunnel required to reduce the impact of HS2 on Wendover. The
3.2km long tunnel built on HS1 through the North Downs is very similar in terms of size, geometry, use,
geology and construction method to that sought after by the Wendover Society. Rather than construct
HS1 as a twin-bored tunnel, it was found more cost-effective and less impactful to construct this highspeed tunnel as a single-tunnel 14.5m in diameter using mining methods (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1

HS1 North Downs tunnel

HS2 has considered a single-mined tunnel option and developed an outline design alignment to counter
requests from the local community. OTB reviewed this alignment and found it to be too deep,
unnecessarily increasing its cost and that the option could be improved upon by developing a shallower
alignment and relocating the position of the shaft to an area of lower topography, thereby reducing the
depth of the intervention shaft.
HS2 has set a requirement that an intervention shaft is required no less than every 3.2km. Given the
proposed length of the mined tunnel, an intervention shaft will be required unlike the shorter HS1 North
Downs Tunnel where such a shaft was not provided. According to the HS2 Bill Paragraph 1(2)(c) of
Schedule 1 to the Bill it is stated that the promoter cannot deviate upwards to any extent beyond 3m
from the levels shown for any scheduled work, corresponding with upper surface of rails or 3m above the
soffit on the tunnel as shown in drawings Schedule of Works no 2/14 (Drawing C222-ATK-HY-SE-020000014-CB and Drawing C222-ATK-HY-SE-020-000015-CB).
HS2 has assumed a 4m high headhouse for the three intervention and pressure relief shafts proposed for
the nearby Chilterns Tunnel. There are several locations along the Wendover alignment that could
accommodate an intervention shaft of similar size within the vertical limits set by the Bill. One location,
near Grove Farm is considered potentially suitable due to its favourable location within a topographic
low and the positive surface expression of the proposed HS2 rail giving a 13.73m clearance to the upper
surface of the rails.
In terms of the horizontal limits, Drawing C222-ATK-HY-DPL-0200207500-AP01 shows the limit of the
land available within the promoter’s scheme (Additional Provision 2014 with amendments). There is
sufficient land available to build the shaft within this area assuming a satellite construction compound
area of 100m x 100m, which appears to be the upper limit assumed by HS2 for the Chiltern shafts. A
permanent access road from the shaft to London Road (A413) would need to be constructed.
UK16035L-R03
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2. Tunnel dimensions, space proofing & construction.
2.1 General
Most of the HS2 tunnelling will be undertaken using tunnel boring machines (TBMs) to drive twin bore
running tunnels that will have internal diameters between 7.55m to 8.8m. The internal diameter is
related to the train speed and its required free cross-sectional area (CSA), which is unimpeded by the
internal structures within the tunnel. A pressure relief system and means of emergency access and
escape is provided by mid-tunnel ventilation shafts, which also contain ventilation fans that assist air flow
inside the tunnels, in particular during emergencies when smoke may need to be extracted from the
tunnels. In addition jet fans mounted at intervals in the tunnel shoulders assist in directing the air flow.
Two walkways are provided, one on either side of the permanent way. The emergency walkway is about
2 metres wide and the maintenance walkway about 1.5 metres wide. There must also be sufficient
physical and electrical clearance for the overhead power lines (OHL) in addition to the ventilation fans
and other signalling and signage that will be required.

2.2 HS1 North Downs tunnel model
The proposal for Wendover is to construct a single bore mined tunnel in a similar manner to that used for the
HS1 North Downs tunnel (Figure 2.1). Such a mined tunnel should provide the same or greater free CSA to the
TBM driven tunnels and clearances to the internal fixtures, together with the required walkways. The main
difference between the Wendover mined tunnel and the North Downs tunnel, apart from the increased size to
take account of the faster line speed, will be a central partition wall, which will isolate passing trains to prevent
excessive overpressure and will assist in controlling ventilation as well as providing safe routes for emergency
access and evacuation. However, the basic form and method of construction used for the North Downs
tunnel could be readily adapted for Wendover where the geology is broadly similar.

Figure 2.1

HS1 North Downs tunnel cross section

Twin bored single track tunnels are connected at intervals by cross passages for emergency access &
egress. However, a single bore twin track tunnels would be provided with access doors in the partition
wall at intervals for this purpose.
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2.3 Wendover “green tunnel” model
The construction of the “green tunnel” will be by the cut-and-cover method and will include noise
reduction canopy structures at both portals (Figure 2.2). The original Bill proposal showed a 1,100m long
cut & cover tunnel passing below Bacombe Lane and Ellesborough Road, with North and the South
portal structures each 100m long, making a total of 1,300m. Following the AP4 and AP5 revisions the cut
& cover tunnel was extended by 100m, at its southern end with the South portal structure remaining the
same at 100m in length. However, the North portal structure was increased in length to 140m making
the current total “green tunnel” length 1.44km.

Figure 2.2

Wendover “green tunnel” original longitudinal section along the centreline of the route
alignment

The tunnel cross section comprises individual tunnel compartments separated by a central partition wall
(Figure 2.3). Each tunnel compartment contains the required internal structures, equipment and
furnishings and has been sized for the particular line speed for trains along the Wendover section of the
HS1 route.

Figure 2.3

Wendover “green tunnel” proposed cross section
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It is understood that the particular form of construction of the “green tunnel” has not yet been accepted
by HS2 because of waterproofing concerns at the construction joints, however it serves as a suitable base
model for space proofing a mined tunnel option.

2.4 Single bore mined tunnel option
Using the HS1 North Downs tunnel example shown in Figure 2.1 as a basis for preparing a single bore
mined tunnel profile and construction method and the proposed “green tunnel” cross section shown in
Figure 2.3 for internal space proofing a basic mined tunnel design can be prepared (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4

Wendover mined tunnel cross section based on the “green tunnel” cross section.

The design shows an overall 19-metre wide, 11-metre high tunnel that provides internal cross sectional
areas of over 63 square metres for each train envelope, which because of the form of construction
exceeds that of the proposed “green tunnel”, which is about 56 square metres.
Consequently, it is possible to optimise the mined tunnel profile by greatly reducing the width required
for the spread footings on either side of the tunnel shown on the proposed “green tunnel” profile (Figure
2.5). In addition, the width of the centre partition wall can be reduced since it will not be a structural
support wall as is required by the proposed “green tunnel”. This results in a reduction of the mined
tunnel width by about 1.2 metres, though there is a slight increase in the tunnel height. However, the
modification also reduces the train envelope CSA, though this remains well in excess of that for the
proposed “Green Tunnel”. Since this is only a preliminary tunnel design it is likely that further
modification would be required in detailed design but overall it should represent a reasonable basis for
cost estimation and works programming.

UK16035L-R03
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A major advantage in this scale of construction is that it can be highly mechanised using very large plant and
equipment that is readily available in UK and Europe (Figures 2.6, 7, 8 & 9). Furthermore, the muck arising from
excavation has minimal disturbance and can be transported directly in bulk using large dumper trucks and/or
conveyors to storage, embankment fill, landfill or disposal off site. Bulk materials, such as concrete and steel can
also be supplied into the tunnel, which is large enough for multiple operations to be carried out simultaneously.

Figure 2.5

Wendover mined tunnel cross section modified to remove the proposed “green tunnel”
spread footings and reduced partition wall width.

2.5 Single bore mined tunnel construction
Following the example of the HS1 North Downs tunnel, the Wendover mined tunnel can be readily
constructed using the conventional sprayed concrete lining (SCL) method with a top heading, bench &
invert excavation and support sequence. The tunnel support sequence incorporates initial layers of steel
fibre reinforced sprayed concrete (SFSC) applied to the excavated rock faces, together with arrays of
standard grouted rockbolts located mainly in the crown and shoulders of the tunnel that extend into and
further strengthen the surrounding rock mass. This is termed the “primary support”.
On completion of the primary support a plastic sheet waterproofing membrane is installed around the
entire periphery of the tunnel and a reinforced concrete base slab is cast in the invert. A mobile gantry is
used to allow the membrane sheets, which are normally backed by a protective geotextile, to be fixed in
place in the crown and sidewalls and fully welded to form a completely watertight layer.
Track for a travelling shutter is then installed on the cured invert slab and the shutter erected for
completing casting the tunnel’s “secondary lining” in steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC). The
travelling shutter is usually between 20 and 30 metres in length and moves along the tunnel casting the
secondary lining in sections. Several such shutters may be used to speed production.
UK16035L-R03
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Figure 2.6

Large tunnel excavator.

Figure 2.7

Robotic sprayed concrete machine
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Figure 2.8

Installing a waterproof membrane from a mobile gantry (note the unhindered passage of
heavy plant through the gantry)

Figure 2.9

Mobile shutter for casting the secondary concrete tunnel lining (note the unhindered
passage of heavy plant through the shutter)

Once the secondary lining is complete the tunnel’s internal structures can be installed, beginning with the
central reinforced concrete dividing wall, then the permanent way (p-way) track slab and adjacent
walkways. The tunnel is then ready to install the p-way track, together with the OHL, ventilation fans,
services, cabling, signalling, lighting, doors and signage etc., much of which can be attached directly to
the secondary lining and central partition wall without the need for steel gantries required along a
surface railway line.
The full construction sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.10 below.

UK16035L-R03
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Figure 2.10

Wendover mined tunnel SCL excavation & support sequence
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2.6 Single bore mined tunnel construction sequence & programming options
Three programming options for constructing the Wendover mined tunnel are presented in Figure 2.11.
All incorporate a shaft located near to Grove Farm and conveniently adjacent to the main A413 London
Road roundabout. The shaft, which will likely be rectangular with the longer side being at right angles to
the tunnel alignment, will be constructed by conventional shaft sinking methods commonly used for this
purpose. It will be of sufficient size to accommodate all activities required during construction and the
permanent facilities such as draught relief, ventilation, emergency access and egress etc.
The construction of the shaft and the portals would take place in advance of the tunnelling works and
following the required site set up and enabling works including surface access and haulage roads. The
final shaft fit-out, together with the construction of the portal structures would take place after the main
tunnelling works have been completed, although some advance works on these could be
accommodated to accelerate the construction programme if required.
Option 1 shows 3 simultaneous tunnel drives, one from the North portal southwards towards the shaft
and two simultaneous drives heading northwards to intercept the southwards drive from the North
portal and the other Southwards to hole through into a pre prepared South portal. Each of the drives
will use the top heading, bench & invert excavation and support sequence described above. Once each
tunnel drive has advanced by a sufficient distance the waterproofing can be installed and the secondary
base slab and lining cast without interrupting tunnelling progress. Materials in and muck away would
mainly take place via the North portal and Grove Farm shaft, the latter being the most actively used.
Option 2 envisages four simultaneous tunnel drives, one from the North portal southwards towards the
shaft, one from the South portal northwards towards the shaft and two from the shaft northwards and
southwards to intersect the tunnel drives from the portals. Again each of the drives will use the top
heading, bench & invert excavation and support sequence described above and once each tunnel drive
has advanced a sufficient distance the waterproofing can be installed and the secondary base slab and
lining cast without interrupting tunnelling progress. Materials in and muck away would mainly place via
the North and South portals and Grove Farm shaft.
Option 3 again utilises simultaneous tunnelling on four drives from both portals and the shaft but initially
in top heading only. Once completed the benches and inverts are excavated, again in four simultaneous
operations installing the waterproofing and secondary lining as it progresses.
In terms of programming Option 1 would likely be the slowest, particularly if there is limited access at the
North Portal, and gives a likely overall construction time of rather more than 4 years. Opening up an
additional face from the South portal in Option 2 would reduce this to between 2 and 3 years.
However, Option 3, where the top heading of the tunnel is constructed first, could allow through traffic
and conveyor haulage between portals in only a little more than one year, which could have significant
programming and cost advantages for the adjacent HS2 construction works. This approach has been
used before in Europe and elsewhere and is certainly feasible here given the very large size of tunnel.
The remaining work on the tunnel would continue virtually uninterrupted by the through traffic, though
may take a little longer than otherwise, completing in around 3 to 4 years total.
A more detailed works programme would be produced as part of an outline design.

UK16035L-R03
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Figure 2.11

Wendover mined tunnel overall construction sequence options
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2.7 Twin bore mined tunnel alternative
It is also perfectly possible to construct twin bore mined tunnels as shown in Figure 2.12 below, which can
provide an equally adequate internal free CSA profile to accommodate the HST design speed.

Figure 2.12

Wendover mined tunnel twin bore option

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it would lose the advantage of scale provided by the single
mined tunnel, also there would be the need to provide cross passages at intervals along the tunnel route.
Furthermore, the track separation at the portals would be greater, requiring a wider portal cutting. However,
there would be certain advantages in reduced excavation volume and slightly increased cover to the tunnel
crown. The approach may also provide greater flexibility in construction, although the construction time may
be rather longer than for the single tunnel. Tunnel construction costs may also be slightly greater due to the
increased complexity of the construction, although this would be offset by the reduced material volumes as
well as other logistical advantages such as the crossing below the A413 and Chiltern Railway described below.
High speed railway twin tunnels of similar form but with a third, smaller service tunnel were constructed at
Castle Hill in Kent as part of the northern approach to the Channel Tunnel. The 500m long tunnels were
constructed in the top of the Gault Clay just below the base of the Lower Chalk.
Construction methodology for the individual tunnels would be essentially the same as the single mined tunnel
described above with the cross passages also being constructed by SCL methods that can be phased in with
the overall construction programme. Since there is little difference between the two alternatives in terms of
the operation of the railway the twin mined tunnel alternative should be studied alongside the preferred single
bore option to establish the actual cost and programme differences and their associated risks.

UK16035L-R03
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3. Tunnel route
3.1 Horizontal alignment
The proposed Wendover mined tunnel follows exactly the same horizontal alignment as the published
HS2 surface route and will, therefore, not require any additional or modified land acquisition. Indeed it
will require considerably less than the published route both during construction and operation of the
railway. Furthermore both access required for construction and railway operation will be considerably
less than the published scheme. The horizontal tunnel alignment is illustrated in plan in Figure 3.1 below.

3.2 Vertical alignment
Two vertical alignment options for a bored tunnel have been prepared by HS2 consultants and are
labelled on the Figure 3.1 longitudinal section as Option C & T3i, together with the surface route, which is
labelled Atkins B4. The vertical alignment proposed by the Wendover Society is labelled Option D.
All three tunnel alignments depart from the Atkins B4 surface alignment southwards from about
chainage 56+600m and the Options C & D re-join it at around chainage 49+500m, whilst T3i continues
underground for some further distance southward. The Option D alignment aims to combine and
optimise the Option C and T3i alignments by minimising the tunnel gradients whilst locating the portals
at suitable positions that minimise the noise and environmental impacts of the railway on the adjacent
town of Wendover. The North portal is located at chainage 55+300m and the South portal at chainage
51+100m giving a tunnel length of 4,200m, not including the portal noise attenuation structures.

3.3 Grove Farm shaft
The Option C alignment is provided with a minimum 55m deep shaft located at about chainage 54+000m,
which is the lowest point in the tunnel but below a topographic high point. In addition to providing
ventilation, pressure relief and emergency egress and access the shaft is intended for pumping water
accumulating in the low point to the surface requiring the shaft to be deepened several metres below the
tunnel invert to provide a sump. By raising the tunnel vertical alignment towards the Northern end of the
route in a similar manner to the T3i alignment the low point is eliminated together with the need to drain
the tunnel by pumping and the track gradient improved to more closely match the Atkins B4 surface route.
In addition, the shaft can be relocated to chainage 53+250m, which is near the mid-point of the tunnel
located at chainage 53+200m adjacent to Grove Farm and conveniently close to the A413 London Road
roundabout. Furthermore, this shaft location can take advantage of a dip in the topography, thereby
reducing its depth to only about 20m to the tunnel invert.

3.4 Tunnelling and shaft sinking conditions.
From the South portal northwards the tunnel passes through the flat bedded Lower Chalk Formations, initially
through nodular chalk then down into a marly chalk (Figure 3.1). At about the halfway point the tunnel
gradually descends into the sandy clay Gault Formation. The usually thin Melbourne Rock horizon may or
may not be present at the base of the Lower Chalk. In tunnelling terms the Lower Chalk is generally classified
as a “weak rock” whilst the Gault Formation is regarded as “soft ground”, although in actuality it is very stiff to
hard. The shaft is mainly in the marly chalk though may penetrate the Gault formation at its base.
Both the Lower Chalk and Gault Formations would be regarded as good tunnelling and shaft sinking
ground in that they are easily excavated by mechanical means, have a good “stand-up” time and are
resistant to ground movement and settlement.

UK16035L-R03
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Figure 3.1

Wendover mined tunnel vertical alignment options
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3.5 Road and railway crossings
The mined tunnel route passes at generally shallow depth between about 10m and 30m across open
rural land where very few structures exist that may be sensitive to ground movement and surface
settlement. However, between chainages 52+700m and 52+900 the tunnel passes below the A413
London Road at a depth of about 17m below road level and the Chiltern Railway, which runs parallel
alongside the road in a shallow cutting, at a depth of about 15m below track level (Figure 3.2). The road
crosses the railway at the nearby Wendover roundabout overbridge, which is located about 50m from
the tunnel centreline and is unlikely to be affected by the tunnel construction (Figure 4.3). However, the
structure would require assessment beforehand and monitoring during passage of the tunnelling works.

Figure 3.2

Wendover mined tunnel crossing below the Chiltern Railway & A413 London Road

At the location of both the road and railway crossing the tunnel will be entirely in the Lower Chalk formation
with the tunnel invert just penetrating the water table and lying just above the Gault interface, possibly in the
Melbourn Rock member. Despite the tunnel being at fairly shallow depth below these crossings settlement in
the rock above is likely to be low. However, it will require careful monitoring during construction and
mitigation measures put in place. It should be noted that the twin bore mined tunnel option described above
would provide greater cover and possibly reduced ground disturbance and settlement.
The road would be the lesser affected, particularly as it has a flexible pavement that could be readily
resurfaced if required with minimal disruption to traffic. This strategy was undertaken recently at the
railway tunnel enlargement works below the A666 in Farnworth, Lancashire. The railway could be regraded by track ballast tamping if settlement is only very minor, however the railway authority may
require more robust advance mitigation works to be installed and several proven methods are available
for this. In addition, tunnelling pre-support methods such as pipe-spiling are often used as was also the
case at the Farnworth railway tunnel enlargement and it is likely that this would be required here. An
example of the use of this method for the crossing below the high speed railway at shallow depth in
Oberreiden, Germany in 1980 is shown in Figure 3.3 below.
The key to settlement reduction in tunnelling is the speed of tunnel construction, which should progress
uninterrupted, thereby minimising differential ground movements, which are the main cause of
settlement damage to structures. It may also be prudent to halt railway traffic as the tunnel passes below
and this could be timed to coincide with a weekend or holiday possession. Similarly, a temporary
diversion of the road could be put in place.
UK16035L-R03
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Figure 3.3

Pipe arch tunnelling below the railway at Oberreiden, Germany.

3.6 Groundwater considerations
Groundwater in the Wendover area is largely above the relatively impermeable Upper Greensand/Gault
formation in the Lower Chalk. This creates a perched water table that lies above the conformable flat
bedded aquiclude interface descending towards the northern outcrop where the water emerges at the
surface along a spring line. Contrary to popular belief chalk, and in particular marly chalk, is a rather
poor aquifer with water being confined to fissure flow, having low storage capacity and generally low
mass transmissivity. Consequently, water flow through the rock mass is somewhat restricted and water
drawdown when locally drained is rapid.
As can be seen in Figure 3.7 the tunnel descends northwards from the South portal through the Lower
Chalk formation to penetrate the base of the chalk and emerge at the North portal in the Upper
Greensand/Gault formation. Consequently, as the tunnel approaches the base of the Lower Chalk from
the South it intersects the water table in the tunnel invert. Then as the tunnel is driven northwards the
base of the Lower Chalk is intersected and both the geological boundary and the water table rise in the
tunnel profile until near the North portal both pass above the tunnel crown.
However, at the same time the water table lowers in elevation towards the northern outcrop and the
corresponding volume of water confined above the aquiclude reduces to zero at the spring line, which
roughly corresponds to the location of the North Portal approach cutting. Furthermore, as tunnelling
progresses the water table immediately surrounding the tunnel is drawn down ahead of and alongside the as
water flows into the tunnel. The drawdown, which is limited in lateral extent due to the low permeability and
storage of the aquifer, occurs mainly as the tunnel is being excavated and there is an initial flow of water
towards the opening. This water inflow rapidly stabilises as the full drawdown level is reached corresponding
to the base of the aquifer and then reduces as the initial shotcrete primary support, which is not completely
impermeable, is applied to the tunnel sidewalls and invert. Water will continue to drain into the tunnel until
the impermeable waterproof membrane, together with the secondary cast concrete lining are installed. At
this point all groundwater water inflow to the tunnel will cease and the water table will rapidly reassert itself.
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Figure 3.7

Groundwater drawdown during tunnel construction at about Ch. 53+500
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As can be inferred from the above description and Figure 3.7, groundwater inflow during construction is
likely to be generally very low and may be largely absent over the southern half of the tunnel except
during periods of heavy rainfall. However, there is always the possibility that the tunnel will intersect an
isolated, large, water filled fissure, resulting in a potential inundation and consequent destabilisation of
the working area. This may be particularly problematic where the water table is above the tunnel crown.
However, the easy remedy for this is, where such fissures are suspected to occur, inclined “cover holes”
are drilled in the tunnel crown ahead of the advancing face that will intersect and drain the fissures
before they are intersected by tunnelling.
The extent to which tunnelling will interfere with water stored in or passing through the aquifer will be
very limited or negligible and will certainly be far less in extent than that resulting from cuttings or the
“green tunnel” construction. Once tunnelling is complete any effect will cease and the aquifer will rapidly
return to normal and in the permanent situation the tunnel will have virtually no influence on the
performance of the aquifer, nor will it affect the surface water absorption or runoff, as would certainly be
the case for the HS2 surface route.
Water entering the tunnel would be via rainwater runoff from the portals, although the portal structures
will greatly restrict or eliminate this, and rainwater carried in by trains. The tunnel drainage system,
therefore, would not be very substantial and would be mainly designed to carry water from emergency
firefighting, with flow being southwards under gravity towards the shaft and North portal.

3.7 Spoil disposal
The construction of a 4.2km long mined tunnel will yield about 695,000m3 of material, which when
placed will occupy a volume of about 825,000m3. Using an 18-20 tonne tipper lorry and an approximate
tunnel excavation advance rate between 3-4m/day, this will equate to between 55-75 lorry movements
per day per tunnel drive. It may not be possible to place spoil within the present boundaries of the land
to be permanently acquired by the scheme. Consequently, alternative locations will need to be
considered. Options for disposal of spoil include:
• Locations elsewhere along the route of HS2 where there is an existing need for structural fill (e.g.
embankments).
• Locations elsewhere along the route of HS2 where there is an existing need for landscaping
earthworks.
• Locations where there is an existing provision within HS2 for ‘sustainable placement’ with sufficient
capacity for the spoil.
• Locations where the spoil can be used for landscape restoration (e.g. infilling old quarries and pits)
• Locations where there is a commercial use for inert and impermeable fill (e.g. as a liner of capping
material in an active landfill).
• Commercial use as an industrial material (e.g. lime manufacture). The Wendover Society has
identified one possible consumer.
• Alternative locations where spoil is needed to improve the existing topography (e.g. to level fields for
greater agricultural output). These locations whilst small are potentially numerous. Wendover
Society has identified a number of potential nearby locations.
It is envisaged that much of the material not used on the project can be readily utilised locally for landfill
in abandoned quarries and other agricultural landscaping and lime processing. The Wendover Society is
in preliminary discussions with Clark Contracting about taking all the chalk spoil and stockpiling it in their
old chalk pits at Pitstone, approximately 14km from the location of the northern portal. The chalk would
be processed into lime and used for correcting the pH of agricultural land.
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Several local areas have been identified by the Wendover Society, including an area to the south of the
alignment around Ch54+250m, where there is a small depression approximately 300m long and 245m
wide that could accommodate up to 180,00m3 of general fill (to be confirmed once surveyed). It also
includes an area North of Folly Bridge that is prone to waterlogging (area to be determined), around
Ch54+750m and an area near Strawberry Hill Farm to the south of Kings Lane. In addition, the extensive
low-lying area adjacent to Grove Farm shaft could be beneficially re-landscaped for improved agricultural
use, by reducing slopes with infilling in the valley bottom. This would be particularly advantageous as it is
envisaged that much of the tunnel spoil will arise via the shaft.
The quality and type of spoil is a key consideration in determining spoil management options. The
proposed method of excavation of the mined tunnel by large diggers and roadheaders would result in
much reduced disturbance to the material and contamination than would occur using a tunnel boring
machine. Virtually all of the spoil arising from shaft and tunnel construction should classify as inert suitable
fill for use elsewhere on the HS2 scheme.
It is advisable be to minimise handling as excessive vibration, particularly if the material is wet as there may
be a risk that it may disintegrate to “putty” chalk, making it difficult to place and compact. Therefore,
transportation of the spoil directly to its disposal site without stockpiling would be desirable. This will not
likely be an issue for the more dense and marly Lower Chalk through which the tunnel will mainly pass but
could occur in the Middle Chalk beds.
The large size of the mined tunnel lends itself to the use of large capacity dump trucks. By opening the
tunnel early for through traffic the programming and cost implications of utilising large capacity haulage
through the tunnel will be greatly advantageous to the project as a whole.
The spoil from the mined-tunnel at Wendover will consist of two main material types:
• Chalk (potential volume available 675,000 m3). This material will be suitable for general fill and
structural fill (e.g. embankments) due to its relatively high-density being from low down in the chalk
sequence. For example, the North Downs Tunnel where 100,000 m3 of similar chalk spoil was used
to build embankments on other parts of the project and 185,000m3 was stockpiled and used on the
A2/M2 widening scheme.
• Undifferentiated Upper Greensand/Gault (potential volume available 150,000m3). Due to its low
permeability when re-compacted, this material would be highly sought after for re-use, particularly
for landfill.
With further design and with the results of HS2’s ground investigations, the relative volumes of spoil for
each material type can be better defined.
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4. Portal and shaft locations with associated worksites
4.1 North portal
The North portal of the mined tunnel is located at chainage 55+300m adjacent to the A413 and just to
the South of the roundabout junction with the Nash Lee road and is shown in Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.1

North portal location and associated worksite.

The layout also shows the associated worksite and compound areas together with the vehicular access to
the A413 during construction. The worksite area is bounded to the east by the overhead high tension
power lines but still provides a more than adequate space for plant, stockpiles, materials storage and
concrete batching. Before tunnelling can commence a portion of the worksite area would also be taken
up by the excavation of the immediate approach cutting to the tunnel portal and the portal headwall,
though on completion the cutting would be utilised for additional workspace during tunnelling. The
compound area would provide space for site offices, parking and workshops having a separate entry
from the main road to the worksite alongside.
The North portal and approach cutting, together with the construction worksite areas and vehicular
access all fall entirely within the allocated land-take for the HS2 surface route. Also, the portal approach
cutting will differ little for that proposed for the “green tunnel”, which is located just to the South of the
mined tunnel portal, although it would be shortened by some 150m. Furthermore, all visible and audible
construction works on the tunnel between the North portal and the Grove Farm shaft would be confined
to the worksite area shown on the above plan. Vehicular access to the worksite and compound would be
controlled by temporary traffic lights on the A413.
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4.2 South portal
The South portal of the mined tunnel is located at chainage 51+100m about 50m North of the Durham
Farm viaduct and is shown in Figure 4.1 below.

Figure 4.2

South portal location and associated worksite.

The layout also shows the associated worksite and compound areas together with the vehicular access to
the A413 during construction. The working area is rather more constrained than at the North portal but
is of more than adequate size to accommodate all of the tunnelling activities at this location including
plant, stockpiles, materials storage and concrete batching. The North-eastern portion of the worksite
would be given over to the construction of the portal in advance of tunnelling but when complete would
provide additional space for tunnelling activities. The compound area would provide space for site
offices, parking and workshops.
It is assumed that the vehicular access route to the A413 will be the same as that planned for the viaduct
construction. However this is not yet shown on the HS2 plans so for the present it has been assumed
that a temporary access road to the A413 would be constructed through open ground immediately to
the South of the Upper Wendover Dean Farm as the local roads in this area are unlikely to be sufficiently
large to accommodate works traffic.
The South portal and approach cutting, together with the associated worksite areas fall entirely within the
allocated land-take for the HS2 surface route. Also, the portal approach cutting and embankment will
differ little from that proposed for the surface route. Also the North abutment for the viaduct will be
unaffected. Furthermore, all visible and audible construction works on the tunnel between the South
portal and the Grove Farm shaft would be confined to the worksite area shown on the above plan.
Vehicular access to the worksite and compound via the temporary access road would be controlled by
temporary traffic lights on the A413.
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4.3 Grove Farm shaft
The Grove Farm shaft is located at chainage 53+250m in the open farm land between Grove Farm and
the Chiltern Railway and is shown in Figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.3

Grove Farm shaft location and associated worksite.

The layout also shows the associated worksite and compound areas together with the vehicular access to
the A413 during construction. The worksite area is bounded to the west by the overhead high tension
power lines but still provides a more than adequate space for plant, stockpiles, materials storage and
concrete batching for both the shaft sinking and tunnelling activities at this location.
The works compound where offices, workshops and parking areas are located is separated from the
worksite area by a corridor providing adequate clearance to the overhead high tension cables but is
provided with a footpath connection below. The main vehicular access will be directly off the Small Dean
Lane branch of the A413 Wendover Road roundabout into the worksite area. Access for low height
vehicles into the compound area will be via Small Dean Lane to the South of the roundabout junction.
The Northern branch of Small Dean lane will be kept open to maintain access to Grove Farm during
construction. Works traffic will need to share the access to and via Small Dean Lane with local farm
traffic during construction so appropriate traffic control measures will need to be put in place.
The Grove Farm shaft, associated construction worksite areas and vehicular access all fall entirely within
the allocated land-take for the HS2 surface route. Furthermore, all visible and audible construction works
on the tunnel between the Grove Farm shaft and the North and South portals would be confined to the
worksite area shown on the above plan.
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5. Tunnel costing
5.1 Treasury Forecast
In 2010 HM Treasury published an Infrastructure Cost Review Technical Report having commissioned
Infrastructure UK in collaboration with wider government, the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) and
industry to gather evidence on civil engineering infrastructure delivery in the UK and abroad. Part of the
report referred to the benchmarking of tunnel costs and was undertaken in conjunction with the British
Tunnelling Society, a World renowned organisation within the ICE.
The data from 35 tunnelling projects in the UK and Europe were summarised in a graph (Figure 6.1) showing
the relationship between a tunnel’s excavated (outside) diameter to unit cost in pounds sterling per kilometre,
based on 2010 adjusted prices. The graph shows a general similarity between UK and European costs and a
clear, generally linear relationship within overall statistical envelopes between tunnel outside diameter and unit
cost for tunnel diameters ranging from 3m to 15.5m with corresponding unit costs ranging from £5m to £51m
per kilometre. It should be noted that the majority of tunnelling projects referred to in the report were urban
tunnels, which are generally more expensive to construct that rural “greenfield” tunnels.

Figure 6.1

HM Treasury Infrastructure Cost Review, tunnel cost forecasting model

This model is referred to by HS2 in Section 4 of their report No. LWM-HS2-HY-PPR-000-000076-P02B
published on 11 June 2015 entitled: “A Guide to Tunnelling Costs” in which it is used to justify the basis for
tunnelling estimation elsewhere on the HS2 project. The House of Commons Select Committee for the
High Speed Rail (London to West Midlands) Bill published their first special report on the 26 March 2015
and recommended the creation of this guide. Paragraph 75 of the special report states “The merits of

tunnels should be assessed on the basis of their own cost and potential benefit, not their percentage
contribution to overall project costs. We have requested that the promoter make available a guide to tunnel
costs to assist petitioners arguing the case for more tunnelling.”
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5.2 HM Treasury Forecast applied to the Wendover mined tunnel
HS2 envisage a required diameter of a single mined tunnel at Wendover as 18.4m costing an estimated
£83m per kilometre. However, based on the general trend shown by the HM Treasury Forecast graph
the projected cost of an 18.4m diameter tunnel would be about £57m per kilometre reducing to about
£55m per kilometre for a 17.8m diameter tunnel, described in Section 2 above as being appropriate for
Wendover. The reason for this substantial discrepancy in estimated costs is not known as HS2 have not
yet released details of their costing model. However, based on the experience of a similar tunnel
construction for HS1 in the North Downs, the HS2 estimate appears to be even more greatly
exaggerated.

5.3 Application of the HS1 North Downs Tunnel cost to the HM Treasury Forecast
The 3.2 kilometre long, 13.1m diameter HS1 North Downs Tunnel comprised a single bore, twin track
mined tunnel in chalk similar to that which will be encountered in the Wendover tunnel. The tunnel was
constructed using the same sprayed concrete lining (SCL) method as is proposed for the Wendover
mined tunnel and was completed mid-2000. Apart from the smaller diameter the main difference
between the North Downs and the Wendover tunnels is that it did not have a central dividing wall and
additional maintenance walkway, nor did it have a central shaft. The tunnel was designed for a lower line
speed than HS2, which accounts for its smaller CSA.
The design was value engineered by the Contractor resulting in substantial cost savings. The total outturn cost of tunnelling was £54million (£10million below the tender price). Using Government published
construction indices the 2010 equivalent cost would be £70million, equating to £23million per kilometre,
which is significantly less than the lower bound value HM Treasury forecast published in 2010 for this
diameter of tunnel. The likely reason for this is because the tunnel was constructed in a “greenfield”,
rural area with few restrictions on construction, whilst most of the projects used to develop the HM
Treasury forecast model were from urban tunnelling projects that would be significantly more expensive.
Based on the general trend shown by the graph applied to the HS1 North Downs Tunnel the projected
cost of a 17.8m diameter tunnel at Wendover would be about £37m per kilometre, not including the cost
of the Grove Farm shaft, giving an overall cost of a 4.2 kilometre long tunnel as about £155.4m, based on
2010 adjusted prices, or say about £160m, including the shaft.
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6. Conclusions & recommendations
From the findings of the studies undertaken by OTB it can been concluded that:
1.

The construction of a 4.2km long single bore mined tunnel with centrally located shaft and approach
cuttings at Wendover is entirely feasible within the constraints of the land area designated by HS2 for
the construction of their published route.

2.

A twin-bore mined tunnel with centrally located shaft and approach cuttings at Wendover is also
feasible.

3.

The mined tunnel and shaft can be constructed without the need for “additional provisions” in the
High Speed Rail (London - West Midlands) Bill.

4.

The crossings of the mined tunnel below the A413 and Chilterns Railway are of sufficient depth in
rock such that they should not cause undue problems to the operation of either and can be
accomplished using proven tunnelling methods and procedures.

5.

During construction groundwater inflow to the tunnel and shaft will be minor and will have little
effect on tunnelling methodology and progress with standard proven methods being used to control
water ingress and removal from the tunnel.

6.

The tunnel construction will likely have only minimal effect on the local groundwater regime and on
completion of the tunnelling works the local groundwater regime will rapidly revert to normal. In the
long term the tunnel will have negligible effect on the local groundwater regime.

7.

There will be no permanent requirement for water handling or treatment save that for minor water
removal and disposal arising from rainwater entering the tunnel via the portals or the trains and from
emergency firefighting.

8.

The spoil arising from tunnelling and shaft sinking will be inert and suitable as fill elsewhere on the
HS2 project or as landfill in disused quarries identified in the vicinity or for commercial and
agricultural landscaping. There is also the possibility that a substantial portion of the chalk arisings
can be utilised locally for the manufacture of lime for agricultural use.

9.

It is possible that by programming the tunnelling works accordingly the tunnel can provide an early
haulage route from and to construction areas to the North and South thereby avoiding surface
disruption, noise and environmental damage in the vicinity of Wendover.

10. Construction activities will be confined to only 3 relatively small areas located at the North and South
portals and the Grove Farm shaft, all of which are well away from built-up areas and sensitive
locations. On completion almost all of the land taken up during construction that is not part of the
permanent railway will be returned to agricultural use or local amenity.
11. Both the North portal and Grove Farm shaft construction sites have direct and easy access to the
A413 London road. The South portal site access is assumed to be the same as that for the Durham
Farm Viaduct, however at the date of this report this has not yet been published by HS2.
12. The mined tunnel and shaft could be constructed for about £160 million based on adjusted 2010
figures used in the HM Treasury Infrastructure Cost Review Technical Report. This does not include
the costs of tunnel and shaft fit-out, portal and shaft surface structures and portal approach cuttings.
It is assumed that land acquisition costs above the tunnel will not be required save for the area
required for the permanent shaft installations and access at the surface.
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From the findings of the studies undertaken by OTB it is recommended that:
1.

The Wendover mined tunnel option is peer reviewed by an independent expert in heavy
civil/railway/tunnel construction, with particular regard to its comparison with the HS2 published
route in terms of cost, risk and environmental impact.

2.

A more detailed Outline Design is prepared by a competent tunnel designer of both the single and
twin-bore mined tunnel option, together with the Grove Farm shaft and associated worksites to
incorporate the latest findings of ground investigations carried out by HS2 along the route.

3.

The outline design when completed is fully programmed and costed using standard industry
methods. Where possible recent prices for similar work should be obtained for inclusion in the
estimate.
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